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Abstract
Practices related to health are circulated widely on YouTube. With
a health psychology perspective, we present a study to understand
health and wellbeing-related practices of a group of popular, profes-
sional YouTubers from the audio-visual content they produce. We
first identify, via polytextual thematic analysis, six thematic health-
related categories, and use them to label a set of 2500 YouTube
videos. Agreement among three independent annotators was ac-
ceptable for these health-related categories. We then present an
analysis of speech transcriptions and visual content, demonstrating
that distinctive patterns exist for these health-related categories.
These include linguistic markers and specific scene types and ob-
jects. Finally, with an interpretability focus, we study the feasibility
of classifying health-related video categories in a binary setting,
and compare performance across features, finding best accuracy for
linguistic features (74-87%), and various patterns of linguistic and
visual relevance used for the classification of health categories. The
results shows promise to support mixed-methods research in health
psychology, combining manual analysis and data-driven methods.
More generally, our work contributes to the understanding of cur-
rent health practices shared and promoted on social video.

CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing→Ubiquitous andmobile com-
puting; Ubiquitous and mobile computing design and evaluation
methods.
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1 Introduction
In psychology, individual behavior has been widely studied in con-
nection to their role in health and illness [3, 36, 54, 64, 69, 71].
Individual health-related behaviors such as diet, physical activity,
smoking habits, and rest, have been conceptualized as social prac-
tices, that is, as patterns of activity that are socially shared within
a given group or community at a given historical period, and thus
always contextualized [10, 25]. Combining computational methods
within this perspective can bring valuable insights to understand
the communication of health-related behaviors.

Social media gives opportunities for users to create and share
content about health. YouTube, as the quintessential ubiquitous
and mobile multimedia platform, has modified the ways in which
health-related information spreads, by allowing video makers to
directly share health experiences with their audiences via spoken
and visual content. Qualitative research on YouTube content has
studied specific subjects related to personal experiences with illness
and chronic conditions, both in health research [19, 86] and human-
computer interaction (HCI) research [42] . A particular case of
interest is that of professional YouTubers, i.e., users who talk about
their experiences and opinions and produce YouTube videos as a job,
and who can have a large impact on their (often young) audiences
regarding the perception and adoption of health practices for a
variety of issues, including eating, exercise, and rest. Research has
began to study the practices disclosed and promoted by professional
YouTubers based on linguistic analyses, either with health [39, 70,
97] or HCI angles [97], and sometimes in connection to marketing
[74].
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Starting from a health psychology perspective, in this paper
we set out to understand health and wellbeing-related practices
of professional YouTubers using both a qualitative approach for
data labeling and computational analyses of speech transcripts,
video titles and tags, and visual content. We address two research
questions:

RQ1: Given a sample of health-related videos generated by pro-
fessional YouTubers, what health categories can be extracted by us-
ing polytextual thematic analysis? Given this categorization, what
are the observable similarities and differences among health cate-
gories in terms of audio-visual content?

RQ2: If such differences exist, how can audio-visual descriptors
of health videos be used to classify videos according to health
categories for further use in health psychology research?

The contributions of the paper are the following:
1. We identify health-related categories in videos from popular,

professional YouTubers. For this, we used a dataset collected in
our previous work [26]. This sample contains 2500 videos from
50 English-speaking YouTubers. We use polytextual thematic anal-
ysis [35] to discover and manually annotate videos with respect
to six health-related categories, namely ‘Food & Nutrition’, ‘Self-
Development’, ‘Bodycare & Beauty’, ‘Physical Activity’, ‘Compan-
ionship’, and ‘Tech-Free & Rest’. These categories span a number of
themes that have been studied in other social media platforms, and
therefore allow to frame our findings in the context of the larger
social media literature.

2. We show that linguistic patterns exist within and across health-
related categories, by using text analysis on titles, tags, and speech
transcripts, using a combination of embedded text vectors and Lin-
guistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC). This analysis provides
several insights, regarding the differentiated use of certain LIWC
categories depending of the health-related theme, e.g., physical ac-
tivity videos have the highest values of future orientation linguistic
markers.

3. We extract visual features by applying deep learning models
on videos to characterize them by the depicted scenes and by the
main objects that are present. The analysis based on these generic
semantic descriptions of videos shows specific visual patterns per
health category, and indicates a degree of homogeneity in terms
of visual scene composition for a given a health-related theme.
This raises various questions about the motivations and intent to
produce this specific kind of content.

4. With an emphasis on interpretability, we use a machine learn-
ing framework to classify the six health-related video categories in
a binary classification setting, and compare the performance of the
various types of features. The results shows that using LIWC fea-
tures produces the highest accuracies (74-87%) for all health-related
videos. Meanwhile, the same task using visual features produces
lower accuracies compared to LIWC features (7-12%). We show
results of separate and joint modalities (speech transcriptions vs.
visual scene descriptions). An analysis of feature relevance reveals
meaningful patterns for visual and linguistic features used for each
health category. These results represent an initial step towards de-
veloping a functionality to support further mixed-methods research
in health psychology, by proposing health-related category tags
that facilitate access to and search on larger data samples.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses previous
work. Section 3 describes the dataset and the health categorization
process. Section 4 presents the audio-visual content analysis of
health videos. Section 5 presents the video classification tasks and
results. Section 6 discusses the findings and limitations. Section 7
concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

2.1 Health psychology
Health psychology has a long tradition of studying the role that be-
haviors play in health and illness, through the analysis of practices
that concern diet, physical activity, alcohol consumption, and smok-
ing [24]. There is often a gap between the intention of adopting a
health-promoting behavior and its concrete implementation [24].
For this reason, health psychology research has been concerned
with the understanding of the discrepancies between intention and
adoption of health behaviors [81]. Researchers have developed a
wide array of models, such as the Health Belief Model [36], the
Transtheoretical Model [69], the Theory of Planned Behaviour [3],
and the Self-Determination Theory [72]. However, such models
have shown limited effectiveness [55, 63]. To understand the discrep-
ancies between intention and implementation of behavior, critical
approaches in health psychology examine how people experience
health and illness from their own perspective. These approaches
are thus interested in capturing meaning that individuals attach
to their health behaviors, within their specific social and cultural
contexts [51].

2.2 Health-related work in social media
Leading a healthy life through specific practices has become a
trend in Western societies [22], and social media provides chan-
nels to communicate health issues as well as potential ways to
improve health outcomes [57]. Social media allows patients, health
professionals, and the public to share their experiences and opin-
ions about health, based on scientific knowledge, but also on in-
dividual beliefs [28, 84]. Research in health and social media is
too wide to review here in depth, but spans studies on Facebook
[2, 7, 29, 33, 38, 73], Twitter [18, 40, 75, 76, 79, 90], Instagram
[4, 13, 15, 23, 31, 48, 52, 58, 62, 80], and YouTube [42, 85, 86, 91].

The use of social media for health communication has been in-
vestigated from many perspectives, including both benefits and
limitations. For example, Facebook has been studied as a health
educational medium [2], and also regarding disease diagnosis and
management [29, 33, 38]. Literature on Twitter has studied how the
platform is used to communicate health issues [18, 75, 79]; to iden-
tify antibiotic misuse or misunderstanding [76]; or to track weight-
loss interventions [90]. Instagram has been studied from many
angles, including acute illness, alternative medicine, chronic illness,
nutrition, exercise, or skincare [4, 13, 20, 23, 48, 58, 67, 68, 80, 96],
and also mental health [15, 31, 52]. Social media has also been also
analyzed from the perspective of accountability and authenticity
[38]. Several of these themes appear in our work.

2.3 YouTube Vlogs and Wellbeing/Health
YouTube is a popular platform to share health and wellness con-
tent [85], much of which is consumed on mobile devices – 63% of
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YouTube viewing time across the globe, according to [1]. Qualita-
tive research in both health and HCI literature has studied YouTube
content related to organ donation [86], personal experiences among
cancer survivors and caregivers [19], and discussions about chronic
conditions like HIV [42]. Unrelated to health, YouTube conversa-
tional videos have been used in research, including analysis of
speaking dynamics [5] and perceived personality from conversa-
tional vlogs [8], sentiment analysis from movie reviews [92], or
analysis of public speakers [82]. More recent work focused on health
has studied approaches to identify general knowledge level [49]
and misinformation [41] in YouTube medical videos, the latter with
a multimodal interaction angle.

A progressive shift from amateur video makers to professional
YouTubers (who make YouTube videos as a job) has consolidated
on the platform, accompanied by features such as product place-
ment [32, 85]. The presentation of health content by professional
YouTubers has been studied from the perspective of its effect on
viewers [13, 37, 74, 97]. However, relatively little research has paid
attention to understanding how health practices are displayed and
promoted by professional YouTubers [39, 70]. Ratwatte et al. studied
the health practice of exercising [16], with regard to the ‘fitspiration’
trend, also popular in other platforms [70]. Harris used a mixed-
methods approach (surveys, interviews, focus groups, netnography)
to conclude that young people see professional YouTubers as a valid
source of health information [39]. This is important as some YouTu-
bers might not have certifications as health professionals. Besides
the need to address the problem of health-related misinformation
circulating in YouTube [50] while identifying trustworthy social
media in health communities [30], further research is needed to pro-
vide an in-depth understanding of the health practices promoted by
YouTubers. It is thus relevant to develop systematic methodologies
for analysis of YouTube health content, tackling both the linguistic
and visual dimensions of their videos.

Our work extends the current literature on the understanding of
practices by professional YouTubers who produce health-related
content, andmore generally about the understanding of social video
as a platform to discuss health [11, 41, 42, 49]. Table 1 summarizes
the most closely related work.

3 Dataset

3.1 Data Collection
The data used in this paper was collected in our previous work
[26]. The data was collected in early 2020 following an interactive
methodology. One researcher in our team [26] typed keywords
on YouTube’s search bar, and opened the first relevant video in a
new tab, then watched and listened to parts of the video, while
searching for health content on the corresponding YouTube chan-
nel to decide its inclusion in the database. The following inclusion
criteria were defined: videos about health or well-being spoken in
English; YouTubers aged over 18 years old; and users having at
least 100K subscribers, which set a baseline level of popularity. The
initial keyword list was created by the research team and included
typically addressed topics around healthy habits and lifestyle (e.g.,
‘healthy habits’, ‘healthy lifestyle’, ‘healthy living’). Tags in video
results are potentially new keywords (e.g., anti-anxiety, ketosis, etc.)
to explore more videos for each category. However, more specific

conditions or disorders were considered out of the scope of the
study. The database was expanded by iterating this process until
no further relevant results were found. Channels that were less
health-related (e.g. focusing on music, fashion, or home decora-
tion) were not included (for more details see [26]). We note that
health-related videos on YouTube are not from medical doctors, but
from YouTubers talking about well-being themes with their fans or
audiences. The study was approved by the ethical commission of
the University of Lausanne. The final dataset consists of 2500 videos
(50 users, 50 videos per user), including video title, tags, speech
transcripts, and video content. Mean (resp. median) video duration
is 10.5 min. (resp. 8.5 min.) Mean values for likes and dislikes are
206 and 10, respectively. Manual inspection of the dataset showed
that 82% (41/50) of the users self-defined as professionals, including
coaches, entrepreneurs, and other roles.

3.2 Health-related Themes: Definition and
Annotation

We first performed a polytextual thematic analysis [35] to identify
the main recurring visual topics in the videos. Polytextual the-
matic analysis is a qualitative technique defined by the iterative
and systematic manual annotation of visual data [35]. The following
procedure was conducted. First, we led a frame-by-frame manual
annotation across fifteen videos, based on a diverse range of health
behaviors. Following this summarized description of the videos’
visual content, preliminary themes were defined [35]. Secondly,
an iterative comparison across identified themes was performed.
This procedure was repeated until saturation and inter-coder con-
sistency were achieved. This analysis led to the definition of eight
preliminary visual themes. After a comparison with themes stem-
ming from computational linguistic analyses (not discussed here
for space reasons), two of the preliminary themes were discarded.
This procedure resulted in six final themes: Bodycare & Beauty (e.g.,
skincare), Companionship (e.g., spending time with family), Food
& Nutrition (e.g., cooking or nutrition in food), Physical Activity
(e.g., workout techniques), Self-Development (e.g., a plan to achieve
a particular target), and Tech-Free & Rest (e.g., meditation). Note
that the themes are not mutually exclusive, i.e., a given video can
discuss more than one theme.

We used these themes to annotate the full dataset. We imple-
mented an annotation task by asking annotators to read the titles
and tags of each video, and to assign three possible values based on
the presence or absence of each of the visual content themes in each
video: (1) if the theme was not present, (2) if not sure, and (3) of
the theme was present. For instance, a hypothetical video “How To
Reduce Weight in Three Months” with tags “Weight loss, Workout,
Gym tips, Nutrition, How often to exercise” would get a label ’3’ for
Food & Nutrition, Physical Activity, and Self-Development, while
the rest categories would get a label ’1’. Prior to the full annotation
task, we conducted a pilot test on a sample of 50 random videos
from the dataset. These videos were coded by three annotators
from our research team. We then computed Intraclass Correlation
Coefficients (ICC(2,k)) as recommended in [45] to assess reliability
(agreement among annotators). The ICC results of annotated health-
related categories on sampled 50 videos (shown in Table 2) show
that ICC(2,k) for four of the health-related themes is very good
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Table 1: Comparison between previous work and our work.

Work Goal Data Task Finding

[26]
(2021)

Use critical perspective to
analyze health content.

2500 videos from profes-
sional YouTubers.

Define theoretical frame-
work and approach to blend
narrative and visual qualita-
tive components.

Analysis points towards an individu-
alized pursuit of health.

[70]
(2019)

Understand fitspiration
videos on YouTube.

Videos by fitness YouTu-
bers.

Thematic analysis of
videos.

Several patterns were found; un-
healthy fitness practices were pro-
moted by creators and audiences.

[39]
(2019)

Understand how profes-
sional YouTubers relate to
youth health behavior.

931 questionaires; 133
health-related YouTube
videos; semi-structured
interviews.

Four-stage mixed-methods
approach

YouTubers are perceived as legitimate
in terms of health knowledge, yet non-
expert advice involves risks.

[41]
(2019)

Develop automatic assess-
ment of accuracy of health
infornation in videos.

250 YouTube prostate
cancer videos, annotated
for misinformation.

Classify misinformation
videos using linguis-
tic, acoustic, and user
engagement features

Classification accuracy: 74% (76.5%
precision; 73.2% recall)

[49]
(2019)

Develop automatic video
classifer with respect to
level of medical knowledge.

600 YouTube videos la-
beled with (1) medical
terns and (2) high vs. low
medical knowledge

Classify high vs. low med-
ical knowledge from text +
visual cues

Classification F-measure performance
up to 84.0%.

[11]
(2019)

Understand practices of
parents sharing YouTube
videos of children with
developmental disabilities.

300 YouTube videos.
Semi-structured interviews;
analysis of YouTube con-
tent.

Parents share videos for various rea-
sons (authenticity, advocacy, link with
others.)

This
work

Understand health-related
practices of professional
YouTubers from audio-
visual content.

2500 YouTube videos
from [26], enriched with
manual health-relatec
labels on six categories.

Investigate possible pat-
terns in 6 health categories
using video transcriptions
and visual content; classify
health categories using
textual and visual features.

Health-related videos are well charac-
terized by linguistic categories, scene
types, and scene objects. Binary clas-
sification of health categories can be
achieved with accuracy 74-87% by us-
ing linguistic features.

(above 0.80), while the remaining two themes had good reliability
(0.60-0.80). This result motivated the use of a single annotator for
the rest of the videos. The final results are shown in Table 2. We ob-
serve that Food & Nutrition, Self-Development, Bodycare & Beauty,
and Physical Activity are the most frequent categories, compared to
Companionship and Tech-Free & Rest. Table 2 also shows statistics
of duration and view count for each of the categories. The video
duration of the dataset is in line with trends reported in previous
literature [17]. The mean view count of Physical Activity (231K)
and Food & Nutrition (187K) indicate that these two topics gather
more attention compared to the other health-related categories, yet
all categories are popular (with mean view count above 145K).

To visualize the co-occurrence of the six health-related cate-
gories, we show a chord diagram in Figure 1. Each category is
represented by a colored segment on the outer part of the circular
layout. The size of the arc between categories is proportional to the
amount of co-occurrence. We observe that all categories include
videos that have only one theme (hill-like shapes on the circle), as
well as co-occurrence of health categories.

4 Health-related Content Analysis (RQ1)
In this section, we analyze the health-related videos using textual
content (titles, tags, and transcripts), and visual content (extracted

Table 2: Statistics of videos per health-related category.

Categories N
Mean Du-
ration ±sd
(mins)

Mean View
Count ±sd ICC

Food & Nutrition 1062 10.6 ±8.8 187K ±31K 0.96
Self-Development 695 10.6 ±8.7 169K ±25K 0.75
Bodycare & Beauty 666 10.5 ±8.6 153K ±19K 0.93
Physical Activity 440 11.4 ±9.7 231K ±31K 0.91
Companionship 186 10.6 ±8.5 145K ±16K 0.89
Tech-Free & Rest 158 10.6 ±8.7 167K ±22K 0.78

frames from video). As stated in the Introduction, our goal is to
focus on models that can support the work of psychologists from
the perspective of interpretation. This motivates our choices as
presented below.

4.1 Textual Content
Using the various sources of textual content (video titles, tags, and
transcripts), we first characterize the health-related video categories
according to their content. Then, we investigate more specific lin-
guistic trends using LIWC.
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Figure 1: Co-occurrence of the six health-related labels.

Characterizing health-related categories from titles, tags,
and transcripts.We first set out to understand the main linguistic
trends for each of the six categories of health-related videos. We use
the complementary value of video titles and tags (which as sources
of curated text are meant to increase discoverability via search)
and the full transcripts (which contain the details of the intended
message). We applied pre-processing steps on the transcripts and
combined text of titles with tags. We convert text into lowercase, re-
move non-alphabet characters, and remove both short and common
words in English. Titles and tags are concatenated and embedded
using the fastText library [56]. FastText is a pre-trained model,
trained on English text of Common Crawl and Wikipedia using
unsupervised methods. We use fastText instead of other standard
techniques used in text representation (e.g., TF-IDF or topics). We
obtain a representation by using vectors from FastText built on the
aforementioned large English dataset (in contrast, representations
like TF-IDF would reflect how important a word is in a video using
simple statistics computed on the video dataset itself.) This model
outputs 300-dimensional vectors. We then compute the cosine dis-
tance between the vector of each word in the transcripts and the
vector of the corresponding video’s titles and tags, to estimate the
similarity between individual terms spoken in the videos and their
curated metadata descriptions.

Table 3 shows the top words in the transcripts for the six health-
related categories, in terms of the frequency with which each em-
beddedword has a cosine distance below 0.5w.r.t. the corresponding
video’s title embedding. As the table shows, Food & Nutrition in-
cludes words like ‘eat’, ‘food’, ‘vegan’, or ‘diet’. Self-Development
includes words like ‘life’, ‘self’, ‘personal’, and ‘confidence’. Body-
care & Beauty includes words related to physical and mental health.
Physical Activity includes words like ‘workout’, ‘exercise’, and

‘fitness’. Companionship videos have words like ’love’, ‘family’, ‘re-
lationship’, ‘mom’, and ‘child’. Finally, Tech-Free & Rest videos con-
tain words like ‘meditation’, ‘yoga’, or ’relaxation’. The six health-
related categories overlap due to co-occurrence of words in the
same videos. For instance, the word “mental” exists in multiple cat-
egories, i.e., Bodycare & Beauty, Companionship, Self-development,
and Tech-free & Rest.

LIWC-based analysis of transcripts. LIWC computes the de-
gree with which various language dimensions are used in a text.
LIWC2015 is the most recent version [65]. The outputs of LIWC2015
are distributions of language variables (e.g., Tone, Authentic, etc.),
linguistic dimensions (e.g., I, We, You, etc.), psychological processes
(e.g., FocusPast, FocusPresent, and FocusFuture, etc.), and others.
LIWC categories contain subcategories, with the full dictionary
composed of 6,400 words and word stems. For instance, the present
time orientation category (‘FocusPresent’) has 421words (e.g., today,
is, now, etc.), while the past time orientation category (‘FocusPast’)
has 341 words (e.g., ago, did, etc.). The LIWC distribution represents
the percentage of matched keywords for each category for the total
number of words in a video transcript.

Table 4 shows descriptive statistics of LIWC categories for the
dataset, and a comparison with previously reported results for text
blogs [77] and natural speech [65]. The Table compares five feature
groups including text analytic, pronouns, emotion, time orienta-
tion, and language. Text analytic includes ‘Tone’ (a higher number
indicates a more positive emotional tone) [21]; ‘Authentic’ (a higher
number corresponds to a larger use of personal or honest words)
[61]; ‘Clout’ (the higher the number, the larger use of influential
language) [44]; and ‘Analytic’ [66] (a higher number indicates a
higher use of analytical thinking words). Compared to previous
results using LIWC, blogs and natural speech tend to have the high-
est and lowest mean values, compared to the ones observed in the
video dataset. Physical Activity videos have the highest ‘Authentic’
mean value, while Companionship videos have the lowest one.

In related work in the HCI literature, Borgo-Rodriguez et al. [11]
analyzed how parents share videos about their children with de-
velopmental disabilities on YouTube. This work found that parents
share this content to create a sense of authenticity, and to connect
to others. Our results show that that the Authentic LIWC cate-
gory has high values across health-related categories, especially
for (P)hysical Activity videos. Tech-Free & Rest videos have the
highest value for Sixltr (Words > 6 letters), which suggests the use
of more complex language [83].

Regarding the use of pronouns, the first person of the singular
(‘I’) has a higher mean value than the second person of the singular
(‘You’), and also higher than the first person of the plural (‘We’).
This trend is similar to previously reported results on text blogs
and natural speech. Interestingly, Tech-Free & Rest videos have
the lowest mean value for ‘I’ and the highest mean value for ‘You’,
compared to all other video categories. Meanwhile, Companionship
videos have the highest mean value for ‘We’.

Regarding the use of emotion-related terms, positive emotion
mean values for all health-related categories are higher than for
negative emotion, in both the video dataset (e.g., 3.9 vs. 0.9 for the
whole video sample). This results also matches with previously pub-
lished results on text blogs (3.66 vs. 2.06), and natural speech (5.31
vs. 1.19). Among the six health-related categories, Companionship
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Table 3: Topwords per health-related category for the full video transcripts, using embeddings between single words and video
titles/tags. The numbers in brackets correspond to the number of videos forwhich the cosine distance between the embeddings
of single words and video titles is below 0.5.

Category N Top words (ranked by #videos)

Food & Nu-
trition 1062

(‘eat’, 206), (‘food’, 206), (‘vegan’, 166), (‘eating’, 160), (‘diet’, 130), (‘healthy’, 115), (‘meal’, 106), (‘delicious’, 84), (‘fat’,
66), (‘meat’, 53), (‘day’, 53), (‘nutrition’, 50), (‘calorie’, 48), (‘veggie’, 45), (‘smoothie’, 36), (‘gluten’, 36), (‘vegetable’, 34),
(‘recipe’, 34), (‘health’, 33), (‘weight’, 32), (‘snack’, 30), (‘fasting’, 27), (‘ate’, 26), (‘life’, 25), (‘nutritious’, 25), (‘protein’,
24), (‘carbohydrate’, 24), (‘carb’, 24)

Self-
Development 695

(‘life’, 83), (‘self’, 58), (‘personal’, 42), (‘confidence’, 41), (‘eating’, 30), (‘way’, 27), (‘healthy’, 26), (‘diet’, 24), (‘day’, 24),
(‘confident’, 24), (‘love’, 23), (‘get’, 22), (‘food’, 20), (‘eat’, 20), (‘feeling’, 19), (‘want’, 19), (‘desire’, 17), (‘work’, 17),
(‘learning’, 17), (‘good’, 14), (‘workout’, 14), (‘weight’, 14), (‘fat’, 14), (‘anxiety’, 13), (‘exercise’, 13), (‘give’, 13), (‘help’,
13), (‘makeup’, 13), (‘mental’, 12), (‘know’, 12)

Bodycare &
Beauty 666

(‘sex’, 50), (‘life’, 45), (‘mental’, 45), (‘depression’, 37), (‘eating’, 37), (‘anxiety’, 36), (‘health’, 35), (‘orgasm’, 30), (‘food’,
28), (‘makeup’, 28), (‘woman’, 28), (‘healthy’, 26), (‘diet’, 23), (‘masturbation’, 20), (‘want’, 18), (‘feeling’, 18), (‘eat’, 17),
(‘self’, 17), (‘illness’, 16), (‘exercise’, 16), (‘meditation’, 15), (‘thing’, 15), (‘way’, 15), (‘sexual’, 15), (‘get’, 14), (‘love’,
14), (‘day’, 14), (‘disorder’, 13), (‘mind’, 13)

Physical Ac-
tivity 440

(‘workout’, 56), (‘exercise’, 48), (‘fitness’, 38), (‘body’, 26), (‘weight’, 26), (‘gym’, 25), (‘day’, 23), (‘eat’, 21), (‘diet’, 21),
(‘fasting’, 20), (‘food’, 19), (‘health’, 17), (‘muscle’, 16), (‘healthy’, 14), (‘eating’, 14), (‘life’, 13), (‘fat’, 12), (‘cardio’,
10), (‘nutrition’, 10), (‘sport’, 9), (‘vlog’, 9), (‘leg’, 8), (‘training’, 8), (‘meal’, 7), (‘calorie’, 7), (‘lose’, 6), (‘lifestyle’, 6),
(‘routine’, 6), (‘ketosis’, 6), (‘exercising’, 5)

Companion-
ship 186

(‘life’, 21), (‘love’, 14), (‘girl’, 12), (‘eat’, 11), (‘day’, 11), (‘mental’, 10), (‘eating’, 10), (‘vegan’, 10), (‘health’, 9), (‘food’,
9), (‘self’, 9), (‘anxiety’, 8), (‘healthy’, 8), (‘family’, 8), (‘sex’, 8), (‘thing’, 8), (‘want’, 7), (‘relationship’, 7), (‘get’, 7),
(‘way’, 7), (‘good’, 7), (‘time’, 6), (‘one’, 6), (‘mom’, 6), (‘baby’, 6), (‘woman’, 6), (‘child’, 6), (‘help’, 6), (‘confidence’, 6),
(‘know’, 5)

Tech-Free &
Rest 158

(‘meditation’, 19), (‘life’, 15), (‘sleep’, 11), (‘yoga’, 11), (‘relaxation’, 7), (‘mind’, 7), (‘get’, 6), (‘anxiety’, 5), (‘eating’, 5),
(‘self’, 5), (‘way’, 5), (‘meditate’, 5), (‘love’, 5), (‘time’, 5), (‘sleeping’, 5), (‘stress’, 4), (‘depression’, 4), (‘mindfulness’, 4),
(‘meditating’, 4), (‘diet’, 4), (‘feeling’, 4), (‘relationship’, 4), (‘mental’, 4), (‘personal’, 4), (‘deprivation’, 4), (‘exercise’,
3), (‘food’, 3), (‘healthy’, 3), (‘peace’, 3), (‘feel’, 3)

and Tech-Free & Rest have the largest mean values for both positive
and negative emotion.

Regarding time orientation, Physical Activity videos have the
highest mean value for ‘FocusFuture’. Manual inspection of some of
these videos show that they encourage audiences to keep practicing
to achieve fitness results. Finally, regarding informal and health
language use based on the dictionary of health-related categories
in LIWC, Tech-Free & Rest videos have the lowest mean value for
informal language, and all health categories have lower mean val-
ues than previously reported results on natural speech. For health
language use, all six health categories have (unsurprisingly) higher
mean values compared to previously reported results on natural
speech and text blogs; Physical Activity videos have the highest
mean values. As a summary, Physical Activity videos have the high-
est percentage of authentic, future orientation, and health words.
Meanwhile, Tech-Free & Rest videos have the highest percentage
of use of complex words and the ‘You’ pronoun, and the lowest per-
centage of use of the ‘I’ pronoun, the ‘FocusPast’ time orientation,
and of ‘Informal’ language. Finally, Companionship videos have
the highest percentage of clout and of the ’We’ pronoun. The other
three health video categories have intermediate values for most
LIWC categories.

Table 5 shows the Pearson correlation across a subset of LIWC
categories for all video transcripts (N=2500). We only show corre-
lations above 0.20 and p-value <0.001. For pronouns, ‘We’ is un-
correlated to most categories except ‘Clout’. Meanwhile, ‘I’ has a

positive correlation with ‘Authentic’ and a negative correlation with
‘We’, ‘You’, ‘Clout’, ‘Analytic’, ‘Sixltr’. Previous work studied LIWC
variables on multiple datasets, including blogs, expressive writing,
novels, natural speech, and newspapers [65, 77] . The reported cor-
relation between ’I’ and ’Authentic’ is similar to the one found on
the video data data, i.e., the more ‘I’, the more ‘Authentic’ across the
previously investigated sources of text data. In addition, ‘We’ and
‘You’ have a positive correlation with ‘Clout’. Finally, ‘Clout’ has a
positive correlation with ‘Analytic’ and ‘Sixltr’, but also a negative
correlation with ‘Authentic’.

4.2 Visual Content
We examined the visual content of the dataset with the goal of
identifying visual elements and possible differences across health-
related videos made by professional YouTubers. We are interested
in understanding the overall visual environment of videos, includ-
ing the kind of scenes and objects present in the videos. This is
motivated by the qualitative analysis from Section 3, which high-
lighted that health-related videos are shot in specific settings (e.g.
a Tech-Free & Rest video in a relaxing outdoor scene), and with
deliberate intent.

Visual feature extraction.We are interested in visual represen-
tations that are interpretable for further work in health psychology.
We first sampled one frame every four seconds for each video. We
then applied two different pretrained deep neural network models
for (1) scene type detection (also referred to as places in the rest
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Table 4: Mean of LIWC categories for YouTube video transcripts (for all videos, and six health-related video categories), and
for previous works. For each LIWC category, the highest value is denoted with (**) and the lowest value is denoted with (*). P:
Physical Activity; F: Food & Nutrition; S: Self-Development; T: Tech-Free & Rest; B: Bodycare & Beauty; C: Companionship.

Group Categories Our dataset Blogs[77] Natural
Speech [65]All P F S T B C

Text -
Analytic

Word count 1.8K 1.6K 1.6K 1.8K 1.4K 1.7K 1.7K 3.2K(**) 794.1(*)
Tone 74.3 73.85 75.83 74.69 71.96 70.57 74.20 54.50(*) 79.29(**)
Authentic 59.2 69.42(**) 55.45 62.96 59.84 59.68 52.84(*) 60.93 61.32
Clout 62.2 63.59 57.26 64.19 70.70 61.01 73.84(**) 47.87(*) 56.27
Analytic 30.4 29.74 32.06 28.74 34.78 26.08 25.15 49.89(**) 18.43(*)
Sixltr 13.0 12.64 12.66 14.13 14.77(**) 13.08 13.10 14.38 10.42(*)

Pronouns
You 3.9 4.54 3.42 4.24 4.76(**) 3.91 3.97 1.32(*) 4.04
I 5.3 5.57 5.51 5.33 4.24(*) 5.55 4.73 6.26 7.03(**)
We 1.1 1.20 1.02 1.14 1.30 1.00 1.54(**) 0.91 0.87(*)

Emotion Posemo 3.9 3.89 3.89 3.99 4.21 3.96 4.39 3.66(*) 5.31(**)
Negemo 0.9 0.88 0.81(*) 1.03 1.31 1.29 1.32 2.06(**) 1.19

Time
Orientation

FocusPast 2.4 2.35 2.43 2.36 1.97(*) 2.39 2.72 4.25(**) 3.78
FocusPresent 14.2 14.66 13.66 14.57 14.27 14.64 15.15 10.95(*) 15.28(**)
FocusFuture 2.0 2.25(**) 2.21 1.83 1.61 1.89 1.93 1.06(*) 1.45

Language Informal 1.5 1.80 1.55 1.14 0.92(*) 1.41 2.19 2.09 7.10(**)
Health 0.9 1.34(**) 0.90 0.88 0.87 0.90 0.69 0.61 0.38(*)

Table 5: Pearson correlation (p-value <0.001) across LIWC categories for full video transcripts (N=2500 videos). Entries marked
with (*) correspond to |correlation| <0.20 or p-value >0.001.

I We You Clout Authentic Analytic Sixltr
I 1 -0.32 -0.53 -0.84 0.70 -0.54 -0.41

We 1 * 0.46 * * *
You 1 0.71 -0.30 * *
Clout 1 -0.56 0.32 0.30

Authentic 1 -0.33 -0.33
Analytic 1 0.27
Sixltr 1

of the paper); and (2) semantic scene segmentation on each frame
(also referred to as scene parts or objects in the rest of the paper).
We then aggregated this frame-based representation over all frames
(using a mean vector estimate) to obtain a representation for a full
video. For semantic scene segmentation, we used a Residual Net-
work model, namely Resnet50 trained on the ADE20K dataset [95].
The output of this model on each frame is a 150-dimensional vec-
tor which represents an image by 150 scene parts or objects, each
described by their relative size in the frame. Using the mean vector
for each video, we estimated the mean distribution for all videos in
each of the six health-related categories. For place detection, we use
Resnet18, a model pretrained on the Place-365 dataset [94]. This
model outputs a 365-dimensional vector of scene class probabilities.
This model also yields out indoor and outdoor values for each frame.
The implementation uses grid computing, and is based on Python
using Tensorflow (Tensorflow 2020) and GluonCV (GluonCV 2020)
for place detection and scene segmentation, respectively.

Place-based analysis. To analyze the visual content of the
health-related categories, we show the top detected places in Fig-
ure 2(a). This shows both similarities and differences among the

video categories. A few categories were removed on purpose from
the analysis because they were not part of the scope of analysis
(the ‘person’ category), they were common to all videos (e.g. the
‘wall’ category), or they were clearly incorrect from a semantic per-
spective (e.g. the ‘jail cell’ category). These steps are important as
significant recent work has demonstrated the limitations of existing
pre-trained visual models given the datasets they were trained on
[9, 34, 43, 78].

Each health-related category contains characteristic scenes.More
specifically, Physical Activity videos contain images of gyms or
fitness places (e.g., ‘gymnasium/indoor’, ‘martial arts gym’, ‘ball-
room’); Food & Nutrition videos contain kitchen-related places (e.g.,
‘ice cream parlor’, ‘kitchen’, ‘coffee shop’); Tech-Free & Rest videos
feature ‘bamboo forest’; and Companionship feature ‘library/indoor’
and ‘bookstore’. Interestingly, ‘car interior’ is also a common ele-
ment to all videos, as YouTubers often record while being in a car.
Based on the inferred values for ‘indoor’ and ‘outdoor’, we gener-
ated a box plot for the full dataset, shown in Figure 3. We observe
that videos for all categories are likely recorded indoors. However,
Tech-Free & Rest has both indoor and outdoor cases, suggesting
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Top 15 detected places and scene parts. The unit of
the y-axis is probability.

that this category is distinctive w.r.t. featuring a mixture of both
indoor and outdoor, compared to the other health categories.

Scene part-based analysis. Figure 2(b) shows the top scene
parts for each of the video categories. The values are based on the
percentage of the image covered by the corresponding scene parts.
We observe that all health-related videos have characteristic scene
parts. For example, ‘floor’ has the highest percentages in Physical
Activity videos; Food & Nutrition features ‘cabinet’, ‘table’, or ‘food’
as top scene parts; and ‘sky’ and ‘plant’ are the top scene parts for
Tech-Free & Rest videos.

Overall, the results of analysis based on scene types and scene
parts complement each other, and suggest that the visual content
produced by professional YouTubers follows a rather concrete, and
to some extent homogeneous, visual scene content given a health-
related theme. One question is whether such regularity would allow
for the identification of health-related video categories, which is
presented in the next section.

5 Classifying Health-Related Videos (RQ2)
We investigated the feasibility of classifying videos into health-
related categories. As videos can belong to one or more categories,
an appropriate setting is a binary one, e.g., Food & Nutrition vs.
non-Food & Nutrition, and likewise for the other categories. We use
the representations described in Section 4 to train a Random Forest
(RF), including textual (LIWC from transcripts) and visual (150

Figure 3: Box plot of indoor/outdoor probabilities. Red: in-
door; Blue: outdoor. The unit of the y-axis is probability.

scene parts and 360 places). Importantly, while more sophisticated
representations and classifiers could be used for this task, (e.g.
word embeddings for text, larger-dimensional layers of the deep
networks for images, or fine-tuning of pretrained models), we are
interested in results that are fully interpretable given ourmotivation
to potentially build useful tools for health psychology work.

5.1 Experimental Setting
As recommended by [47], for the Random Forest, we set ntree=500
and mtry=3. We used 10-fold cross validation over 5 repeated times
for accuracy evaluation. For the classification experiments, we use a
different number of data points 𝑁𝑐 for each health-related category,
which includes 50% of the positive class, and 50% of a random sample
from the negative class (coming from the rest of the videos in the
dataset). These balanced datasets correspond to a naive random
baseline accuracy equal to 50%. The number of data points used is
shown in Table 6.

5.2 Classification Results
Table 6 presents the classification results. We observe that the
Random Forest tends to performs better for higher 𝑁𝑐 values. In
addition, all feature groups have performance improvements (15-
37%) compared to the random baseline (50%). We observe that
visual features (places and scene parts) give comparable accuracies,
but lower than those obtained with LIWC features, which provide
the best performance (accuracies in the range 0.74-0.87). We also
observed that feature fusion (S +L) did not improve performance.

To understand the importance of features in binary classification,
Figure 4 shows the top 30 features used by the Random Forest
trained with the combination of LIWC features, scene parts, and
places for four of the health categories. Note that a higher mean
decrease indicates higher variable importance. We observe that for
Food & Nutrition, the top features are a combination of LIWC (e.g.,
ingest, bio), scene parts (e.g., food/solid food, tray, etc.), and places
(e.g., ice cream parlor, pizzeria, etc.). For Self-Development, LIWC
categories related to cognitive processes and insights are relevant,
in addition to other common ones (ingest and bio.) For Bodycare
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Table 6: Classification results (accuracy as a 0-1 fraction)

Binary class N𝑐
Base-
line

(S)cenes
150-
dim

(P)laces
360-
dim

(L)IWC
87-
dim

S +
L

Food & Nutri-
tion 2120 0.5 0.80 0.80 0.87 0.84

Self-
Development 1374 0.5 0.69 0.69 0.75 0.75

Bodycare &
Beauty 1328 0.5 0.71 0.72 0.78 0.76

Physical Activ-
ity 878 0.5 0.72 0.76 0.78 0.79

Companionship 370 0.5 0.65 0.69 0.77 0.76
Tech-Free &
Rest 316 0.5 0.68 0.66 0.74 0.72

& Beauty, LIWC categories related to ingest, body, and perception,
and motion are the most relevant features, as well as visual cues
related to food and food places. For Physical Activity, places like
gymnasium indoor or basketball court, and LIWC categories related
to health, leisure, and motion are the most relevant features. For
Techfree & Rest, LIWC categories related to future time orientation
and religion are relevant, in addition to features (both linguistic
and visual) related to eating. Finally, 13 LIWC features are among
the 15 features relevant to classify Companionship. It is interesting
to see that LIWC categories are consistently among the top 1-2
features to classify all health-related categories. This highlights
the importance of verbal features, which as shown in the results
presented in Table 6, and produces the highest classification results.

6 Discussion
Health videos by professional YouTubers are multifaceted.
In section 3, we found that that over one quarter of all videos com-
bine multiple categories. While 72.1% of videos are about one single
category, 21.3% belong to two categories, and 6.6% to three or more
categories. Overall, Food & Nutrition, Self-Development, and Body-
care & Beauty are categories present in over 25% of videos. Physical
Activity and Food & Nutrition also have the largest audiences (mea-
sured by their mean view count), possibly due to their direct appeal
to viewers [53]. In light of this result, it is interesting to point out
that the large-scale YouTube-8M video dataset released by YouTube
[93], consists of millions of videos encompassing multiple cate-
gories, e.g., Art & Entertainment, Game, Sports, Food & Drink, etc.
The top five YouTube categories (measured by their video count)
include Sport (858K videos) and Food & Drink (683K videos), which
are conceptually similar to our health-related categories extracted
via polytextual thematic analysis, i.e., Physical Activity and Food
& Nutrition.

Semantic patterns emerge in linguistic content of health-
related videos. LIWC-based analysis of YouTube video blogs is
not new [8], but its application to health videos of professional
YouTubers brings a novel angle. In Section 4, we showed that video
categories have specific patterns with respect to LIWC categories.
For instance, Physical Activity videos use the highest average of
words about health, focus on the future, and authenticity, compared

to the rest of the videos. The second single pronoun (i.e., ‘You’)
and longer words have the highest average values in Tech-Free
& Rest videos. Companionship videos have the highest use of the
’We’ pronoun. All health-categories have a larger proportion of
positive emotion terms than negative ones, the highest percentage
corresponding to the Companionship category. We also found some
similarities and differences with respect to other forms of text
anaylyzed by LIWC.

Visual content of health-related videos generallymatched
expectations. The results in Section 4 also showed specific visual
patterns related to scene types and scene parts, which are largely
consistent with our expectations. For instance, a higher relative
proportion of gym scenes appear on Physical Activity videos have;
kitchen scenes on Food & Nutrition videos, and library scenes on
Companionship videos. Most health-related videos were recorded
indoor. In contrast, the environments of Tech-Free & Rest reveals
outdoor aspects related to restorative environments [12, 59, 88, 89].
The relative visual consistency of videos by professional YouTu-
bers open some questions related both to performative aspects and
marketing aspects, i.e., to the motivations that lead to the creation
of videos in the first place. Answering this question would require
future qualitative research.

Applications in health psychology. The classification results
in Section 5 can be seen as an feasibility study towards a video tag-
ging framework to support health psychology research. Such tool
could be used to explore video data for hypothesis formation, but
also to validate hypotheses generated with qualitative methods in
psychology concerning smaller data samples. The characterization
in sections 3-4 could support interpretative analysis, e.g., for vi-
sual semantic characterization. We believe that HCI research could
play an important role from the perspective of human-centered
design and evaluation of such functionalities. More generally, a
mixed-methods approach that combines qualitative and quantita-
tive analyses could be useful to provide nuanced analyses regarding
the complexity of health-related information in YouTubers’ videos.
For instance, the finding that influential YouTubers follow a form
of ‘standardized model’ that affects their audiences [60] has im-
plications for health psychology research. YouTubers develop un-
precedented forms of health expertise through specific textual and
visual means facilitated by YouTube. This new expertise [87] can be
scientifically based but not associated to that of health professionals
or scientific experts [6]. Future research in health psychology could
analyze the semantic patterns specific to health-related videos on
YouTube to better understand how experience-based knowledge
is promoted by YouTubers to prevent chronic illness, such as car-
diovascular disease through regular exercise. Furthermore, future
research perspectives may explore YouTube content in non-Western
contexts. This is another area where HCI research could be very
valuable [46].

Non-expert health advice fromYouTubers. Professional YouTu-
bers are often viewed as role models by youth [39, 74]. However,
some may give advice on health promotion or illness prevention
based on their own experience, beyond scientific expertise [39]. For
instance, one of the YouTubers explained in a video that after being
diagnosed with a chronic illness, she made ‘junk food’ unavailable
to her to avoid unhealthy food temptations. Another example of
this kind of experience-based advice concerned the need to stay
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Figure 4: 30 most important features for binary classification: (a) Food & Nutrition, (b) Self-Developemnt, (c) Physical Activity,
and (d) Tech-Free & Rest. The x-axis is a Mean Decrease in Gini. A higher value indicates higher variable importance.
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hydrated to improve physical and cognitive performances. While
this clearly goes beyond the scope of the paper, it is important to
further investigate the impact of such advice upon viewers, which
may involve the analyses of viewers’ interpretation and contexts
of use of such videos. Furthermore, professional YouTubers often
financially rely on product placement and advertisement of spe-
cific health-related goods. The influence of commercial purposes
around health videos deserves further attention. Beyond the po-
tential beneficial uses of YouTube health videos among viewers,
misinformation is an important issue that needs to be studied in
future research [41].

Ethical considerations. There are several issues that follow
from our study. First, sensitive topics, e.g., related to mental health
are discussed. There are risks associated to linking such topics to
individuals, even if they themselves disclose such information on
YouTube. By design, all results presented here are in anonymous
and aggregated form. Second, certain controversial health practices
might be also talked about, specifically related to eating and ex-
ercising. Recent research has started to study these issues in the
specific context of YouTube [70]. Similar issues have been raised
in the context of other social media platforms by social computing
and HCI researchers [14]. The fact that non-experts can freely give
advice on health to a potential large audience has additional ethical
and health implications [27]. Finally, data protection regulations
vary across different world regions, and the terms of use of social
media platforms also change, sometimes rapidly.

Generality of findings. One key limitation has to do with the
generality of the presented results. Our work analyzed content
of 50 popular, professional, English-speaking YouTubers, which
represents a small sample that was accessible through the (largely
unknown) search mechanisms built in YouTube. While a systematic
procedure was followed to define the sample (Section 3), clearly
there are limitations in terms of representation. We cannot make
any assertions on whether the observed trends would apply to
other YouTubers who talk about health. Starting from the analy-
sis presented here, future work would be needed to understand
whether less popular video makers who talk about health, or video
makers from other world regions, follow similar trends as discussed
in this paper. Investigating this aspect is critical to account for user
diversity, and would be part of future research.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a comparative study of the characteris-
tics of six health-related categories on videos produced by profes-
sional YouTubers, including manual health coding of videos, textual
and visual feature extraction, and classification of health-related
videos. We conclude by answering the two research questions we
posed:

RQ1: What health-related categories can be extracted from poly-
textual thematic analysis, and what are the observable similarities
and differences among such health categories in terms of audio-
visual content? After collecting health-related videos, we analyzed
the patterns from textual content (titles/tags and transcripts) and
visual content (places and semantic object segmentation) on the six
health-related categories. We observed linguistic patterns through
LIWC categories in mean values and correlation. We showed that
linguistic patterns in health-related videos are differently formed

w.r.t. pronouns, emotion, or time orientations. Finally, we used pre-
trained deep learning models to extract places and scene parts to
represent videos. Most of these descriptors relevantly characterized
health-related videos.

RQ2: How can audio-visual descriptors of videos be used to clas-
sify them according to health categories for further use in psychol-
ogy research? Regarding classification, textual features from LIWC
were used for binary classification with the highest accuracy (and
less computational effort) compared to visual features. The total
number of videos in our dataset and the relative number of videos
per health-related category could be a limitation for model training
for some classes. However, our results show that health categories
can be classified with accuracy in the [0.74, 0.87] range compared
to a random baseline of 0.50. This could be used to generate health-
related category tags for health videos, so researchers in health
psychology use them for data exploration, problem definition, and
hypothesis validation.
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